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What we do 

 

 
We obtain all the material information from Police Scotland and the applicant.  We then use this to 
review how the complaint was dealt with and conclude whether the complaint was handled to a 
reasonable standard*.  In doing so, we consider factors such as: 
 

 whether Police Scotland carried out sufficient enquiries into the complaint; 

 whether Police Scotland’s response to the complaint was supported by the material information 
available; 

 whether Police Scotland adhered to the relevant policies, procedures and legal provisions in 
dealing with the complaint; 

 whether Police Scotland’s response was adequately reasoned; and 

 where the complaint resulted in Police Scotland identifying measures necessary to improve its 
service, that these measures were adequate and have been implemented. 

 
Finally, where we deem appropriate, we give reconsideration directions, make recommendations and 
identify learning points for Police Scotland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*Sections 34 and 35 of the Police, Public Order and Criminal Justice (Scotland) Act 2006 as amended (“the Act”) provide 

that the Police Investigations and Review Commissioner (“the PIRC”) may examine the manner in which particular kinds of 

complaints are dealt with by Police Scotland. 
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Executive Summary 
 

 

The Complaint 
 
The complaint in this case arose from an incident whereby police officers forced entry to the applicant’s 
property. We have reviewed one complaint, namely: 
 

 that police forced entry to the applicant’s home unlawfully and without due cause, which violated 
his human rights.  

 

 
 
Police Scotland’s Decision 
 
Police Scotland did not uphold the applicant’s complaint. 
 

 
 

Our Findings 
 
We have found that Police Scotland did not handle the applicant’s complaint to a reasonable standard. 
 
Consequently, we have made a recommendation to address the shortcomings in Police Scotland’s 
handling of the complaint. 
 
We expect our recommendation to be implemented by Police Scotland within two months of the date of 
this report. 
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Background 

 
 

At 0835hrs on a date in March 2018, staff at a named hospital contacted the police regarding their 
concerns following the applicant’s attendance at the hospital. Constables A and B attended the hospital 
shortly thereafter and spoke with hospital staff, who expressed concerns about the conduct of the 
applicant and his wellbeing. Sergeant C and Detective Inspector D subsequently attended the hospital. 
 
Constables A and B attended the applicant’s home address and carried out enquiries into the wellbeing 
of the applicant, including attempting to contact the applicant via telephone. These efforts were 
ultimately unsuccessful in locating the applicant, and the decision was subsequently taken by Detective 
Inspector D to force entry to the applicant’s home. The applicant was not within his property, the door 
was repaired and a calling card was left on his door informing him that a new set of house keys were at 
his local police office.  
 
The applicant submitted his complaint about the police via a letter dated 31 August 2018. The applicant 
completed a heads of complaint form and provided a statement. Police Scotland responded to the 
applicant’s complaint by way of a letter dated 15 October 2018. The enquiry officer was Inspector E, 
and the letter was signed by Chief Inspector F. 
 

 

The Complaint  

 
 

The applicant complained that police officers unlawfully forced entry to his flat. The applicant alleged 
that forced entry without a warrant or due cause breached his right to privacy under Article 8 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights (“ECHR”). 

 
Police Scotland’s Handling of the Complaint (not upheld by the police) 
 
Chief Inspector F’s response is included in the appendix below. 
 
In reaching a determination of the complaint, Chief Inspector F took account of a letter from the 
applicant, the statements of Constable A and B, Police Scotland’s Standard Operating Procedure on 
Forced Entry and Insecure Premises (“Forced Entry SOP”), and human rights law.  
 
Chief Inspector F’s response explicitly referred to the applicant’s human rights. Chief Inspector F 
advised the applicant that both officers involved in forcing entry to the applicant’s premises, Constables 
A and B, had cause to do so as they had been contacted by medical staff who expressed concern for 
the applicant’s wellbeing. Chief Inspector F further stated that medical staff “intimated” that the 
applicant may have been a danger to himself or others. 
 
Chief Inspector F informed the applicant of the relevant protocol in this regard, the Forced Entry SOP, 
and the duty imposed on Constables to protect life and associated common law power of forcible entry 
to protect life. Chief Inspector F confirmed in her response that there was no warrant in place at the 
relevant time. Chief Inspector F advised the applicant of the steps taken by Constables A and B to trace 
him, such as attempting to contact the applicant via telephone and carrying out door to door enquiries. 
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Chief Inspector F informed the applicant that entry was forced to his premises after consultation with a 
supervisor, and in light of the concerns expressed by medical staff.  
 
Chief Inspector F advised the applicant that the protection of an individual’s wellbeing is a “legitimate 
aim” under Article 8, and that hospital staff were concerned for the applicant’s safety. Chief Inspector F 
further advised that officers acted “in compliance with the spirit of Article 8”. Chief Inspector F did not 
uphold the applicant’s complaint. 
 

Our Review of the Complaint 
 
In our review, we have considered the applicant’s letter of complaint, and statements from the 
applicant, Constables A and B, Sergeant C and Detective Inspector D. Furthermore, we have been 
provided with the notebook entries from Constables A and B, and the police incident log. We have also 
considered the relevant protocol and legal provisions in this regard. In particular, we have considered 
Article 8, paragraph 2 of the ECHR, as implemented into by the Human Rights Act 1998, which 
provides that an interference with this right is lawful where it is: (i) pursuant to a legitimate aim, (ii) 
prescribed by law, and (iii) necessary in a democratic society.  
 
Chief Inspector F advised the applicant that the decision taken by officers to force entry into the 
applicant’s property was conducted in pursuance of the legitimate aim of preserving the applicant’s 
wellbeing, and cited Article 8(2) of the ECHR in support of her position. The text of Article 8(2) ECHR 
provides that the “protection of health” is a legitimate aim in respect of interfering with an individual’s 
right to privacy. In our view, Chief Inspector F’s position is supported by the relevant law in this regard. 
 
As regards the element of prescribed by law, Chief Inspector F advised the applicant that a constable 
has a duty to protect life under section 20(1)(c) of the Police and Fire Reform (Scotland) Act 2012, and 
is “empowered at common law to enter a house or other building without warrant for the purposes of 
protecting life and property”. Chief Inspector F’s position in this regard is consistent with the Forced 
Entry SOP. The Forced Entry SOP provides that “the overriding factor should always be the protection 
of life and property”. We consider that Chief Inspector F’s position is supported by the relevant protocol 
in this regard.   
 
Chief Inspector F informed the applicant that the actions taken by the officers were undertaken “in 
compliance with the spirit of Article 8” for the purpose of protecting health. While not explicitly 
referencing the principle of necessity in this regard, Chief Inspector F clearly implied that forced entry to 
the applicant’s premises was necessary “in the interests of preserving [the applicant’s] safety and 
wellbeing”. Chief Inspector F highlighted the concerns of the hospital staff in this connection, informing 
the applicant that hospital staff “intimated that you may have been a risk to yourself or other persons”. 
 
The incident log recorded that at 0835hrs on the date of the incident, a staff nurse contacted Police 
Scotland to report concern for the applicant’s welfare and mental health. The statements of Constables 
A and B both state that they were informed by medical staff that the applicant may be a “danger to 
himself” or other people. Constable A’s notebook contains statements from two members of staff at the 
hospital, including the individual staff member that contacted Police Scotland. We note from the 
statements of the staff at the hospital, in addition to being documented on the incident log, that the 
applicant had previously attended the same hospital a number of days earlier. Constable B highlighted 
in his statement that medical staff were concerned about the applicant having presented himself at the 
hospital twice, and according to Constable B, staff believed the applicant may have been “delusional 
and therefore a danger to himself and others”. 
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However, we note that neither of the statements from hospital staff detailed in Constable A’s notebook 
contain any reference to the applicant being considered delusional or a risk to himself or other persons. 
Furthermore, Constable B’s notebook entry from the date of the incident contains no reference to 
hospital staff expressing concern for the applicant’s wellbeing. We further note that the incident log 
does not record a reason why entry was forced, which we consider to be at odds with the guidance 
provided in the Forced Entry SOP.1 While the incident log records that hospital staff contacted Police 
Scotland expressing concerns for the applicant’s wellbeing, the incident log does not record that the 
reporting hospital staff member stated that the applicant may have been a risk to himself or others.  
 
In the course of our review, we requested additional information from Police Scotland relating to the 
rationale behind the decision to force entry to the applicant’s property. We were informed that Police 
Scotland would obtain statements from Sergeant C and Detective Inspector D. These statements were 
subsequently provided to us, and as such, neither of these statements were considered in the course of 
the complaint enquiry. In our view, the failure to obtain statements from the senior officers responsible 
for the decision to force entry to the applicant’s property is a significant shortcoming in the complaint 
enquiry.  
 
Sergeant C and Detective Inspector D both noted in their statements that hospital staff expressed 
significant concern for the applicant’s wellbeing. While Sergeant C and Detective Inspective D both 
clearly reference that hospital staff communicated their concerns for the applicant, neither mention that 
medical staff expressed that the applicant was a danger to himself or others.  
 
Chief Inspector F’s rationale centres on statements of Constables A and B, both of whom stated that 
hospital staff informed them that the applicant was a danger to himself and others. However, aside from 
the officers’ statements, the available evidence does not support Chief Inspector F’s position in this 
respect. Significantly, neither the statements from medical staff in the officers’ notebooks nor the 
incident log indicate that the applicant was in imminent danger or posed risk to the public. Moreover, 
neither the statement of Sergeant C nor Detective Inspector D mention that staff considered the 
applicant at risk of harming himself or others. We consider that Chief Inspector F’s position that forcible 
entry to the applicant’s premises was justified on the basis of the protection of life would have been a 
reasonable position if the concerns for applicant, as allegedly stated by medical staff, were properly 
documented at the time of the incident or at least confirmed with the medical staff during the complaint 
enquiry. 
 
We consider that the complaint enquiry was insufficient. Firstly, Constables A and B were simply 
executing an order when they forced the entry to the applicant’s home address. As the decision to force 
entry rested with senior officers, we consider that the complaint enquiry should have sought their 
statements and their rationale for the decision to force entry, which is the crux of this complaint. 
Secondly, although Constables A and B stated that applicant was considered by medical staff to be a 
danger to himself and the public, this concern is not documented in the statements by medical staff or 
anywhere else. It is of note, that subsequent enquiries revealed that this concern was not supported by 
the applicant’s medical history. Accordingly, the complaint enquiry should have established whether 
indeed medical staff expressed such concerns at the time. Finally, the applicant contacted police and 
advised that he did not want to communicate in person and requested that all communication is made 
via his solicitor. The complaint enquiry did not establish whether the applicant’s request to 
communicate via his solicitor had been considered by the officers dealing with this incident, and 
whether any contact with the solicitor was made or attempted.   
 

                                                      
1 Forced Entry and Insecure Premises SOP, V.5.00, 13 February 2017, section 5.6. 
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For the reasons given above, we consider that this complaint was not handled to a reasonable 
standard.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

What happens next 

 

 
We have made a recommendation. We expect this to be implemented within two months of the date of 
this report. We will continue to liaise with Police Scotland until such time as we consider that the 
recommendation has been implemented to our satisfaction. 

 
 

Calum McLenachan 
Review Officer 

 
Ilya Zharov  

Head of Reviews & Policy 

Our Conclusion on the Complaint 
 
We conclude that Police Scotland did not handle this complaint to a reasonable standard. We 
recommend that Police Scotland issue a new response to the applicant. Police Scotland should: 
 

1. Conduct further enquiries with regards to the medical staff who contacted Police Scotland, 
and clarify whether they informed Constables A and B that they considered the applicant to 
be a danger to himself or others;  

2. Consider, with reference to matters raised in our report, and in relation to point 1 above, 
the necessity and proportionality of forcing entry to the applicant’s house; and 

3. Issue a further response to the applicant that takes account of our recommendations and 
explains, on the balance of probabilities, whether the complaint is upheld or not upheld. 
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Appendix 

 

 

Copy of Police Scotland’s response letter dated 15 October 2018 
(Redacted and paragraphs numbered) 
 

1. You alleged that [in March] 2018 uniformed Police Officers entered [named address] unlawfully. I 
have categorised this as a complaint regarding an irregularity in procedure. 
 

2. You stated that entry was forced to your home address without a warrant and without due cause. 
 

3. The officers identified as subject of your complaint deny the allegation that they had no cause to 
enter your address as you describe and confirm that entry was forced to your home address in 
response to concerns communicated to Police by [named hospital] medical staff in relation to 
your mental health. Medical staff were concerned for your safety and intimated that you may 
have been a risk to yourself or other persons. 
 

4. I can confirm that there was no warrant in place to enter your home on the material date and 
time.  

 
5. In addressing your concern that officers had entered your home unlawfully I draw your attention 

to the qualifications which exist in common law and statute. 
 

6. A constable is empowered at common law to enter a house or other building without warrant for 
the purposes of protecting life and property. Section 20(1)(c) of the Police and Fire Reform 
(Scotland) Act 2012 establishes that it is the duty of a Constable to protect life and property. 

 
7. Furthermore Police Scotland Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) relating to ‘Forced Entry 

and Insecure Premises’ provides guidance to officers when a threat to an occupier is identified: 
 

8. Section 3.2.2 provides 
 

“Where there is an ongoing threat to the occupant or any property and a short delay would not 
be detrimental to the health of the occupant, the officer attending should first consider: 

 Telephoning the locus or the key holder, if a telephone number is known, and 

 Carrying out brief door to door enquiries to ascertain if the neighbour holds or knows the 
location of a key to the property” 

 
9. Section 3.2.3 

 
“If these actions are unsuccessful, the officer should then consider: 

 Forcing entry to the property, following consultation with a Supervisor.” 
 

10. Both officers state that prior to forcing entry to your premises they conducted the following 
enquiries to attempt to trace you. These included searches of the area where you had last been 
seen, carrying out door to door enquiries with your neighbours and attempting to contact you by 
telephone. Both officers state that you refused to speak to them by telephone or meet them in 
person whilst directing that they contact your Solicitor. Both officers state that due to the 
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concerns of the medical staff they then consulted with a Supervisor and were granted permission 
to force entry to your home address to confirm if you were within and to ensure your wellbeing. 
 

11. I am aware that you have suggested that officers could have checked the Scottish Landlord 
Registry [link to website]. You state that this would have identified your landlord and potentially 
enabled them to obtain a key. I agree that this may be a useful tool in future incidents to locate 
key holders to premises and have put this suggestion forward for consideration for inclusion on 
Police Scotland’s Forced Entry and Insecure Premises SOP. It should be noted that some 
incidents Police Scotland attend are time critical and that checks of the Scottish Landlord 
Registry would not always be practical so no hard and fast rule that this be checked could be 
set. If adopted this would be a suggested action rather than a requirement before officers forced 
entry.  
 

12. I note that it is your position that the decision by Police Officers to force entry to your property 
was a breach of your human rights, namely Article 8 Human Rights Act, (the right to respect for 
family and private life). I have previously explained that officers took the decision to force entry to 
your property in pursuance of the legitimate aim to preserve your wellbeing. 
 

13. In addition to defining rights to private and family life Article 8, Section 2 sets certain criteria by 
which the actions of Police are to be considered lawful: 
 

 “There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except 
such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the 
interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the 
prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of 
the rights and freedoms of others.” 

 
14. As established previously in this letter hospital staff were genuinely concerned for your safety 

and had sought assistance from Police Scotland in assuaging their concern. I consider that the 
actions of officers in this instance were clearly undertaken for the purpose of protection of health 
and in compliance with the spirit of Article 8 of The Human Rights Act. 
 

15. In considering the evidence available to me and on the balance of probabilities I must conclude 
that your complaint is not upheld. The officers identified as subject to your complaint acted 
lawfully and in the interests of preserving your safety and wellbeing. 

 
 
 
 


